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Remember from the last class
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} The case of the stolen exams

This is an ad for a 
memory stick containing 

the answers for 
upcoming Open 

University exams.
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What is the goal of a digital investigation?
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} To uncover the truth by producing admissible evidence

} To be admissible, evidence must meet the following criteria:
} Relevance: be related to the case and prove something
} Authenticity: evidence is the same as the originally seized
} Credibility: the original evidence or admissible hearsay
} Legality: search and seizure are authorized and privacy is assured

} Ultimately, the judge decides, but the digital investigator is 
responsible for ensuring all these criteria are met
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Why you want to attend this class?
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} To learn the methodology for meeting the criteria for 
producing admissible evidence



Class roadmap
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} Digital investigation models

} The scientific method
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Digital investigation models
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Path to producing admissible evidence
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Case / incident resolution process
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Digital investigation model
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} Predefined pattern of activities when performing an 
investigation to generate admissible evidence

} Serve as useful points of reference for reflecting on the 
state and nature of the field

} Independent of a particular technology in corporate, 
military, and law enforcement environments

In short: models encourage a complete, rigorous investigation, ensures 
proper evidence handling, and reduce the chance of mistakes created by 
preconceived theories, time pressures, etc.
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First reference model for digital forensics
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} Kruse & Heiser model (2001) – comprises four steps:

1.
Assessment

(Avaliação)

2.
Acquisition

(Apreensão)

3.
Analysis

(Análise)

4.
Reporting

(Apresentação)

Prepare plan of 
action, and find 

potential 
sources of 

digital evidence

Prevent 
changes of in 

situ digital 
evidence and 
collects them

Search for and 
interpret evidence 
trace in order to 
reconstruct the 

crime scene

Reporting of 
findings in a 

manner which 
satisfies the 

context of the 
investigation
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1. Assessment

} First steps:

} Define the scope and likely venue of the examination

} Collect all legal documentation needed
} Get any permissions for resources not covered by warrants

} Determine likely sources of evidence for the case
} Sources of data are reliable
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Authorization level set by the investigation type
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} Internal investigations
} Sponsored by an organization. They generally start out as a deep, 

dark secret that the company doesn’t want getting out. Courts 
rarely involved at the outset (e.g., insider suspicious activity)

} Civil investigations
} Require involvement of courts. The plaintiff and the defendant are 

two litigants asking the courts to settle a dispute (e.g., patent-
related dispute)

} Criminal investigations
} Involve the courts. The defendant is the person accused of a crime 

and the plaintiff is the one making the accusation, which will 
always be some level of government authority (e.g., homicide case)
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Required authorization levels

} For internal investigations
} You need a signed letter of 

agreement outlining the scope 
of the investigation along with 
contractual details

} For civil and investigations
} You need a court order prior to 

starting
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Identification of sources of evidence
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} General hint: Follow the data path
} Depends on the kind of case or crime category

} E.g., recommendations from [NIJ04]:
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Additional steps in assessment stage
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} Identify the forensic tools required
} Evidence to be collected w/ court-recognized dependable tools

} Identify the personnel needed
} Personnel must be qualified to do their jobs

} Identify the stakeholders
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2. Acquisition
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} Evidence collection methods must assure that:

} All issues of legal “search & seizure” are followed

} Evidence integrity was preserved upon extraction

} Evidence presented to the court is authentic

} Evidence collection is as complete as possible
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Maintaining chain of custody
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} Maintain a chain of custody, a.k.a continuity of possession:

} One of the most important aspects of authentication is maintaining 
and documenting the chain of custody of evidence

} Begins when evidentiary materials are first seized
} Time and date taken
} From whom and where
} Complete description of each item

} Every time an item changes hands, time, date and people involved 
(get signatures)
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Chain of custody form
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} Example of a chain of custody form:
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Potential issues with the chain of custody
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} Incomplete: gaps

} Inconsistent dates

} Lacking custodians’ signatures or identification

} Custodian is not competent or authorized
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Integrity checks
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} Integrity checks aim to show that evidence has not been altered from 
the time it was collected, thus supporting the authentication process

} Verifying the integrity of evidence generally involves a comparison of 
the digital fingerprint for that evidence taken at the time of collection 
with the digital fingerprint of the evidence in its current state

} A digital fingerprint is produced by a message digest algorithm, 
e.g., MD5, or SHA-1
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Generation of integrity checks
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} A message digest algorithm (hash function) can be 
seen as a black box that:

} It has two important properties:
} Always produces the same number for a given input
} It will produce a different number for different inputs

digital 
object

MD5
digestinput output
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Why hash functions work well
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} Therefore, an exact copy will have the same message 
digest as the original but if a file is changed even slightly 
it will have a different message digest from the original

} Most commonly used cryptographic hash functions:
} MD5: produces as output a128-bit hash value (“fingerprint”)
} SHA-1: produces a 160-bit (20-byte) hash value

Digital input MD5 output
The suspect’s name is John 0dc789ca62a3799abca7f1199f7c6d8c

The suspect’s name is Joan d5b5034d2f3bd578a136e18946e5777a
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Integrity check generation using MD5
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} The word fingerprint emphasizes the near uniqueness of a 
message digest calculated using a digest algorithm

} Therefore, authenticate that the copy is identical to the 
original (i.e., hash values).  Make a 2nd copy.

File 1

File 1
(copy)

File 2

MD5

Digest1

Digest2

P (two files w/ 
equal hashes) = 

1300 < probable than
wining the EuroMillion

twice in a row 
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Alternative integrity check methods
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Integrity check 
method

Description Common 
Types

Advantages Disadvantages

Checksum Method for checking for 
errors in digital data.  
Uses 16- or 32-bit 
polynomial to compute 16 
or 32 bit integer result.

CRC-16
CRC-32

u Easy to compute
u Fast
u Small data 

storage
u Useful for 

detecting 
random errors

u Low assurance 
against malicious 
attack

u Simple to create 
data with 
matching 
checksum

One-Way Hash Method for protecting 
data against unauthorized 
change.  Produces fixed 
length large integer 
(80~240 bits) 
representing digital data.  
Implements one-way
function.

SHA-1
MD5
MD4
MD2

u Easy to compute
u Can detect both 

random errors 
and malicious 
alterations

u Must maintain 
secure storage of 
hash values

u Does not bind 
identity with 
data

u Does not bind 
time with data

Digital 
Signature

Secure method for 
binding identity of signer 
with digital data integrity 
methods such as one-way 
hash values.  Uses public 
key crypto system.

RSA
DSA
PGP

u Binds identity to 
integrity 
operation

u Prevents 
unauthorized 
regeneration of 
signature

u Slow
u Must protect 

private key
u Does not bind 

time with data
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Handling digital evidence
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} Handle the digital evidence properly (more next class)

} Other than in exceptional situations, never work on original 
data sources: create a copy of the original data

} In a “live acquisition”, use proper procedures to capture 
data on-site: live forensics vs. post mortem analysis

} Store the original and the 2nd copy (or other collected 
evidence) in a secure location where you can control access

} Document all steps taken to collect the devices from the 
initial contact through arrival at the forensic lab
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3. Analysis
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} Using whatever forensic tools you deem necessary, 
locate and extract all material evidence, both:

} Inculpatory: evidence that supports a given theory

} Exculpatory: evidence that contradicts a given theory

} Use court recognized tools and document everything
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Examine existing artifacts looking for evidence
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} Overt evidence
} Look through your data image for overt evidence. For example, 

pictures, documents, spreadsheets, etc. that could be evidence

} Hidden evidence
} Look for evidence that the system may have hidden

} Deleted evidence
} Look for evidence that the user may have deleted, but is still 

recoverable

} Anti-forensic trails
} Look for evidence of anti-forensic techniques being employed. E.g., 

encryption, ADS, hidden partitions, etc.
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Forms of offense reconstitution
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} Temporal (when)
} Helps identify sequences and patterns in 

time of events

} Relational (who, what, where): 
} Components of crime, their positions and 

interactions

} Functional (how)
} What was possible and impossible (e.g., 

check if a suspect’s computer as capable 
of downloading and displaying the graph 
files presented as incriminating evidence)

} Assuming that evidence has been preserved 
in forensically sound manner

Timeline reconstruction

Relational reconstruction
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4. Reporting
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} The work product of your analysis is the documentation

} Without good documentation, you can’t present a robust case
} Must be such that it allows for the reproducibility of findings

} 5 levels of documentation are needed:
1. General case documentation
2. Procedural documentation
3. Process documentation
4. Case timeline
5. Evidence chain of custody (already covered)
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Levels of collected documentation
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} General case documentation
} Contact information for everyone involved, all legal authorizations
} First response documentation: notes, photographs, videos, etc.

} Procedural documentation
} Every task that was performed related to the investigation, list of 

equipment seized, steps taken and tools used, detailed data analysis

} Process documentation
} User manuals, installation manuals, update history logs, results of testing, 

README logs

} Case timeline
} Systematic analysis of what transpired, times and dates of related events
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Producing the final report
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} Using the detailed documentation that you have collected:

} Begin writing the report in a standard format appropriate 
for the audience

} Fully explain all evidence that was retrieved

} Fully explain any problems or discrepancies encountered 
during your analysis

} Do not make any assertions of innocence or guilt; just present 
the facts as you found them
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Example of a final report [Crawford15]
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Alternative process models
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} The Casey 2001 model expands the previous model to 6 steps:

1. Identification / assessment
2. Collection / acquisition
3. Preservation
4. Examination
5. Analysis
6. Reporting

} Main differences:
} Emphasizes the importance (and process) of preserving the data
} Distinguishes between the process of examination and analysis, whereas 

Kruse considered them to be two parts of a single process

1. Assessment

2. Acquisition

3. Analysis

4. Reporting

Kruse Model
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Many more models proposed
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} In general, end up being very complex and subtle
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Some limitations of process models
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} Complexity
} Define many steps and cumbersome inter-relations

} Rigidness
} In practice, most digital investigations do not proceed in linear 

fashion

} Incompleteness
} Don’t help digital investigators with some of the most 

important steps of each step of an investigation, including the 
completeness and repeatability of each step
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Common principles across investigation models
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} Principle 1 – Integrity 
} No action taken by law enforcement agencies, persons employed within those agencies 

or their agents should change data which may subsequently be relied upon in court

} Principle 2 – Competence 
} In circumstances where a person finds it necessary to access original data, that person 

must be competent to do so and be able to give evidence explaining the relevance 
and the implications of their actions

} Principle 3 – Auditability 
} An audit trail or other record of all processes applied to digital evidence should be 

created and preserved; an independent third party should be able to examine those 
processes and achieve the same result

} Principle 4 – Responsibility 
} The person in charge of the investigation has overall responsibility for ensuring that the 

law and these principles are adhered to
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Exercise from a sample exam 2015/16
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The scientific method
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The scientific method 
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} In practice, digital investigators need to complement 
investigative models with simpler methodologies that:

1. guide them in the right direction, while 

2. allowing them to maintain the flexibility to handle diverse 
situations

3. and preserve the rigors of forensic science

} The scientific method provides such a simple, flexible 
methodology
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Overview of the scientific method
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Successful forensic examinations generally follow 
the scientific method:

1. Observation

2. Hypothesis

3. Testing

4. Conclusions
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1. Observation
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} Identify and research a problem
} One or more events will occur that will initiate your investigation
} Events which include observations that represent the initial incident’s facts
} Digital investigators proceed from these facts to form their investigation

2019/2049

Example

A user might have observed that his or 
her web browser crashed when he or 
she surfed to a specific Web site, and 
that an antivirus alert was triggered 
shortly afterward



2. Hypothesis
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} Formulate a hypothesis and make a prediction
} Based on the current facts of the incident, digital investigators will form a 

theory of what may have occurred, and then predict where the artifacts 
related to that event may be located

2019/2050

Example (cont.)

A digital investigator may hypothesize that the web site 
that crashed the user’s web browser used a browser 
exploit to load a malicious  executable onto the system
Using the hypothesis, and knowledge of the general 
operation of web browsers, operating systems, and 
viruses, a digital investigator may predict that there will 
be evidence of an executable download in the history 
of the web browser, and potentially, files related to the 
malware were  created around the time of the incident



3. Testing
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} Conceptually and empirically test the hypothesis
} Digital investigators will then analyze the available evidence 

to test the hypothesis, looking for the presence of the 
predicted artifacts
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Example (cont.)

A digital investigator might create a 
forensic duplicate of the target 
system, and from that image 
extract the web browser history 
to check for executable downloads 
in the known timeframe



4. Conclusion
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} Evaluate the hypothesis with regards to test results. If 
hypothesis is acceptable, evaluate its impact. If not, 
reevaluate the hypothesis
} Digital investigators will then form a conclusion based upon the 

results of their findings

} A digital investigator may have found that:

1. The evidence supports the hypothesis

2. The evidence falsifies the hypothesis, or

3. The evidence was inconclusive
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Hypothesis unfolding
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} Digital investigation are guided by identifying claims 
regarding events that have occurred which are 
relevant, and translating those claims into hypothesis

} Typically, these hypothesis will not be directly testable 
with regard to tracing evidence in the digital domain

} Hypothesis will need to be further translated into sub-
hypotheses about which applications a user 
employed, and artifacts that applications leave 
behind
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Example of “hypothesis unfolding”
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} Goal: identifying theft of company proprietary information
Claim: Senior management stole proprietary 
data while exiting the business

H0: Proprietary information 
was e-mailed out of the 
business

H1: Proprietary information 
was copied to a USB stick 
and taken out of the business

H2: …

H0.1: Proprietary information was 
e-mailed by regular work mail

H0.2: Proprietary information 
was e-mailed by private webmail

H0.2.1: Records of webmail related 
to proprietary information will exist 
as webmail fragments in the filesystem
of the employee’s laptop

H0.2.1: Records of webmail related to 
proprietary information will exist in the 
volume shadow copy of the filesystem of 
the employee’s laptop
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The scientific method useful in entire process
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} SM in the assessment phase
} E.g., in identifying the most likely sources of evidence based on the 

nature and circumstances of the crime (crucial in large networked 
systems)

} SM in the acquisition phase
} E.g., select pieces of digital evidence that may be relevant when 

the amounts of data are very large, the time available for 
collection is scarce, etc.

} SM in the analysis phase
} Highly important in this phase for extracting and looking relevant 

data and interpret the results
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Baltimore case

} A suspect domestic terrorist code named 
“Roman” was observed purchasing 
explosive materials and investigators 
believe that he is involved in planning an 
attack in Baltimore, Maryland

} We have been asked to perform a forensic 
analysis of his laptop to determine the 
target of the attack and information that 
may lead to the identification of others 
involved in the terrorist plot

CSF - Nuno Santos

In the process, keep these two questions in mind:
1. What do we conclude from evidence (support, falsify, inconclusive)?
2. Can you formulate alternative sub-hypetheses?
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Evidence found: Embedded metadata
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- 24 digital photographs were found in the 
folder “C:\Documents and Settings\Roman\My 
Documents\My Pictures\Valentines Day”
- Review of the header of these files using 
the JPEGsnoop tool, indicates they were 
digitized using a Nikon Coolpix P4 camera
- According to header information these 
images were digitized between 6:41 PM 
and 6:56 PM on February 14, 2009
- With a maximum of a two-second 
discrepancy, the File System Last Written 
dates on the subject system correlated to 
the EXIF header information
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Evidence found: System config and usage
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} The operating system was Microsoft Windows XP, Service Pack 3, 
(installed as SP2) December 22, 2008 at 10:10PM

} Both the Registered Owner and Registered Organization Fields contained 
“-” , and the assigned computer name “TEST13”

} The system was configured for “Eastern Standard Time” with an offset of 
-5 hours from GMT. The active time bias of acquisition was -4:00 offset 
from GMT

} The primary user account was “Roman”, with a Logon Count of 22 and a 
Last Logon of May 23, 2009. This user account was not protected by a 
password.

} Utilizing Access-Data’s Password Recovery Toolkit with associated Registry 
files (SAM/System) from the subject computer as input, the administrator 
account password was determined to be L1b3r4t0r.
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Evidence found: Program files of interest
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} On February 13, 2009, an installation file for Skype was created in the 
folder “C:\Documents and Settings\Roman\My Documents” folder, and 
the file Vidalia-bundle-02.0.34-0.1.10.exe was created in the same 
folder minutes later. This bundle included The Onion Router (TOR), an 
application that utilizes a network of virtual tunnels to help improve 
privacy and security, and Vidalia, a graphic user interface to Tor. Both 
Skype and Vidalia/TOR where installed on February 13, 2009

} Evidence of the existence of the file wiping utility Jetico BCWipe was 
detected on the subject system; however, there is no indication of recent 
use to overwrite data on the system
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Evidence found: Internet access summary
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} Web browsing activities were reconstructed from Firefox and Internet 
Explorer history, along with search hits in unallocated space for “url:”, 
“https://” and “file://” 

} On February 15, 2009 at 2:45PM, Firefox was used to access the account 
bmoragent@hushmail.com, which is a free privacy-enhanced web-based 
e-mail service

} Five minutes later, at 2:50 PM, the user executed a Google search for 
“check ip address”. Subsequently the user accessed 
http://whatismyipaddress.com with a web page title of Lookup IP, Hide IP, 
Change IP, Trace IP, and more…
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Evidence found: Internet access summary
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} On March 19, 2009 at 12:32 PM, Firefox was used to execute a Google 
search for “WorldTrade Center Baltimore building plans” with subsequent 
access to the file 
www.marylandports.com/opsalert/eBroadcast/2008/HPPwtc2008.pdf  

} Subsequently, at 1:18 PM, Internet Explorer and file system activity 
reflect access to the web page Account is Now Active at 
www.gunbroker.com

} The content of this page in conjunction with an earlier redirect page 
suggests the user received a Gunbroker.com account activation e-mail at 
bmoreagent@hushmail.me
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Evidence found: Internet access summary
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} After logging into the 
Gunbroker.com website, the user 
accessed the auction web page 
for a specific weapon: 
www.gunbroker.com/Auction/Vie
wItem.asp?Item=125130891, 
(SIGARMS, P229, 9MM, NIGHT 
SIGHTS, 13RD, 2 MAGS)

} The user then viewed a list of 
auctions for semi-automatic guns 
– the reconstructed web page is 
shown on the right
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Evidence found: Web browsing artifacts
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Following are some images from the Internet Explorer cache. Knowing that 
the individual has reviewed weapons sites, conducted searches on terms such 
as liquid explosives and undetectable bombs, one might see the image of 
the Coast Guard ship and make an assumption that the user may also be 
interested in targeting it. 
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Evidence found: Internet access summary
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} On March 19, 2009 at 1:19PM, 
the user accessed a web page on 
Gunbroker.com to “Ask Seller A 
Question – Send Mail to User” for 
the specific auction item 
125288486

} Om March 20, 2009 at 
12:00PM, a Firefox 3 Bookmark 
was created concerning a 
Google search for “undetectable 
bomb”

} Checking Mozilla Firefox in a 
virtualized clone of the subject 
system confirmed recent entries:
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Baltimore: Skype chat log
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Baltimore case (cont.)
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} Summary of forensic analysis

} The seized computer contained minimal and selective use, with relevant activity 
ranging from approximately February 13, 2009 to May 24, 2009. A timeline 
of important events is provided:
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Conclusions
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} Digital investigation process models are very 
important to ensure admissibility of digital evidence 

} The scientific method helps to guide digital 
investigations throughout the investigation process, 
especially in the analysis stage

} Document everything so that others can reproduce 
your results!
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Next class
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} I.4 Evidence Acquisition
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